
The Emperor’s New Science? A Valid ‘Science of Consciousness’ Can Exist 

Only If Reality Differs in Specific and Fundamental Ways from the Current 

Mainstream-Physics View. 

 

[1] Investigations are ‘science’ only if experimental data is centrally involved. And science is valid 

only if experiments are themselves reliable. For example, no-one would trust conclusions from 

experiments where measuring-apparatuses (‘meters’) were disconnected from phenomena-under-

study. Yet, if the current mainstream-physics view accurately describes dynamical reality, this 

unconnected-meter scenario must effectively apply to all current experiments in ‘consciousness 

science’! 

[2] Clearly, a view directly contradicting ([1]) is widely-held within the field. For example, leading 

journals publish analyses of consciousness-experiments, implying that these analyses are both 

reliable and consistent with current mainstream-physics. (Journals typically make assertions such 

as ‘consciousness is analyzed within a natural-sciences framework’, operationally asserting 

mainstream-physics consistency.) 

[3] Plausibly, the field generally relies on Chalmers’ seminal work The Conscious Mind (‘TCM’), 

to establish experiments’ joint reliability/mainstream-physics-congruence ([2]). TCM’s discussion 

of ‘phenomenal judgement’ raises the central issue: how can constituents of phenomenal-

experience (e.g., red qualia) be the origin of report-of-experience, if mainstream-physics holds? 

(If qualia explicitly influence report-generating brain-dynamics, apparently ‘mind affects matter’, 

so to speak – which is excluded by mainstream-physics.) Critically for experimental methodology, 

if qualia don’t affect report, the report-‘meter’ is not connected to the object-of-study – i.e. 

conscious-experience – seemingly threatening the validity of consciousness-science ([1]). 

(Modern methodology analyzes correlations between data from two ‘meter’-kinds: a report-of-

experience-‘meter’ for consciousness-data, and EEG/MEG/fMRI-‘meters’ for brain-data.) 

[4] TCM’s ingenious solution hypothesizes a process in consciousness whereby subjects compare 

their own-experience-of-qualia with own-experience-of-own-report-of-qualia. Here, qualia do not 

affect reports (avoiding mind-over-matter); reports derive from information that qualia also 

broadly ‘correlate’ with. TCM’s process supposedly verifies detailed report/qualia consistency, 

indirectly establishing report-meter/object-of-study connectedness, after all. But, if TCM’s process 

exists, it already violates mainstream-physics! (It necessarily invokes in-consciousness-

computations either without any brain-correlates, or with explicit ‘mind-to-matter’ coupling.) 

[5] Could other, non-TCM, approaches establish experimental reliability, while maintaining a 

mainstream-physics worldview? Work reported here (Rosseinsky, 2014) identifies and then 

refutes every contextually-possible approach. The core of this work considers ‘identity-like’ 

theories, which assume components-of-experience are (more-or-less) identical to certain brain-

dynamics. This seemingly sidesteps mind-over-matter issues, because qualia – ‘as’ brain-dynamics 

– can apparently couple in biophysically-conventional ways with those brain-dynamics that govern 

report-behaviors.  



[6] Naturally, beyond simple meter-connectedness, a valid science-of-consciousness must also 

include experiments arbitrating between basic competing hypotheses, e.g. concerning the level of 

detailed-representation present in experience. If qualia couple with report only by virtue of their 

existence ‘as’ brain-dynamics, I show that experiments cannot perform these basic, vital 

arbitrations. Relatedly, using physics’ measurement-theory module (that part of physics which 

establishes meter-reliability), I characterize the specific amendments to the current mainstream-

physics view that are minimally-required for a valid science-of-consciousness. These amendments 

can certainly be accommodated within a monist/materialist setting; nevertheless, they are 

definitively physics-fundamental in character. 

[7] No claim is made that reality ‘must’ diverge fundamentally from current mainstream-physics 

views. Simply (and importantly): if it does not, there can be no reliable, detail-arbitrating, science-

of-consciousness. 
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